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SYSTEMS, METHODS, AND APPARATUS FOR SIGNAL SEPARATION

Claim of Priority under 35 U.S.C. §119

[0001] The present Application for Patent claims priority to Provisional Application

No. 60/891,677 entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SEPARATION OF

ACOUSTIC SIGNALS," filed February 26, 2007.

Reference to Co-Pending Applications for Patent

[0002] The present Application for Patent is related to the following co-pending Patent

Applications:

United States Pat. Appl. No. 10/537,985 by Visser et al, entitled "SYSTEM

AND METHOD FOR SPEECH PROCESSING USING INDEPENDENT

COMPONENT ANALYSIS UNDER STABILITY RESTRAINTS," filed June 9, 2005;

and

International Pat. Appl. No. PCT/US2007/004966 by Chan et al., entitled

"SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENERATING A SEPARATED SIGNAL," filed

Feb. 27, 2007.

BACKGROUND

Field

[0003] This disclosure relates to signal processing.

Background

[0004] An information signal may be captured in an environment that is unavoidably

noisy. Consequently, it may be desirable to distinguish an information signal from

among superpositions and linear combinations of several source signals, including the

signal from the information source and signals from one or more interference sources.

Such a problem may arise in various different applications such as acoustic,

electromagnetic (e.g., radio-frequency), seismic, and imaging applications.

[0005] One approach to separating a signal from such a mixture is to formulate an

unmixing matrix that approximates an inverse of the mixing environment. However,

realistic capturing environments often include effects such as time delays, multipaths,



reflection, phase differences, echoes, and/or reverberation. Such effects produce

convolutive mixtures of source signals that may cause problems with traditional linear

modeling methods and may also be frequency-dependent. It is desirable to develop

signal processing methods for separating one or more desired signals from such

mixtures.

SUMMARY

[0006] A method of signal processing according to one configuration includes training a

plurality of coefficient values of a source separation filter structure, based on a plurality

of M-channel training signals, to obtain a converged source separation filter structure,

where M is an integer greater than one; and deciding whether the converged source

separation filter structure sufficiently separates each of the plurality of M-channel

training signals into at least an information output signal and an interference output

signal. In this method, at least one of the plurality of M-channel training signals is

based on signals produced by M transducers in response to at least one information

source and at least one interference source while the transducers and sources are

arranged in a first spatial configuration, and another of the plurality of M-channel

training signals is based on signals produced by M transducers in response to at least

one information source and at least one interference source while the transducers and

sources are arranged in a second spatial configuration different than the first spatial

configuration.

[0007] An apparatus for signal processing according to another configuration includes

an array of M transducers, where M is an integer greater than one; and a source

separation filter structure having a trained plurality of coefficient values. In this

apparatus, the source separation filter structure is configured to filter an M-channel

signal in real time to obtain a real-time information output signal, and the trained

plurality of coefficient values is based on a plurality of M-channel training signals, and

one of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals produced by M

transducers in response to at least one information source and at least one interference

source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a first spatial configuration,

and another of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals produced

by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at least one



interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a second spatial

configuration different than the first spatial configuration.

[0008] A computer-readable medium according to a configuration includes instructions

which when executed by a processor cause the processor to train a plurality of

coefficient values of a source separation filter structure, based on a plurality of M-

channel training signals, to obtain a converged source separation filter structure, where

M is an integer greater than one; and decide whether the converged source separation

filter structure sufficiently separates each of the plurality of M-channel training signals

into at least an information output signal and an interference output signal. In this

medium, at least one of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals

produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at least

one interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a first spatial

configuration, and another of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on

signals produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at

least one interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a second

spatial configuration different than the first spatial configuration.

[0009] An apparatus for signal processing according to a configuration includes an

array of M transducers, where M is an integer greater than one; and means for

performing a source separation filtering operation according to a trained plurality of

coefficient values. In this apparatus, the means for performing a source separation

filtering operation is configured to filter an M-channel signal in real time to obtain a

real-time information output signal, and the trained plurality of coefficient values is

based on a plurality of M-channel training signals, and one of the plurality of M-channel

training signals is based on signals produced by M transducers in response to at least

one information source and at least one interference source while the transducers and

sources are arranged in a first spatial configuration, and another of the plurality of M-

channel training signals is based on signals produced by M transducers in response to at

least one information source and at least one interference source while the transducers

and sources are arranged in a second spatial configuration different than the first spatial

configuration.

[0010] A method of signal processing according to one configuration includes training a

plurality of coefficient values of a source separation filter structure, based on a plurality

of M-channel training signals, to obtain a converged source separation filter structure,



where M is an integer greater than one; and deciding whether the converged source

separation filter structure sufficiently separates each of the plurality of M-channel

training signals into at least an information output signal and an interference output

signal. In this method, each of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on

signals produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at

least one interference source, and at least two of the plurality of M-channel training

signals differ with respect to at least one of (A) a spatial feature of the at least one

information source, (B) a spatial feature of the at least one interference source, (C) a

spectral feature of the at least one information source, and (D) a spectral feature of the at

least one interference source, and said training a plurality of coefficient values of a

source separation filter structure includes updating the plurality of coefficient values

according to at least one among an independent vector analysis algorithm and a

constrained independent vector analysis algorithm.

An apparatus for signal processing according to another configuration includes

an array of M transducers, where M is an integer greater than one; and a source

separation filter structure having a trained plurality of coefficient values. In this

apparatus, the source separation filter structure is configured to filter an M-channel

signal in real time to obtain a real-time information output signal, and the trained

plurality of coefficient values is based on a plurality of M-channel training signals, and

each of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals produced by M

transducers in response to at least one information source and at least one interference

source, and at least two of the plurality of M-channel training signals differ with respect

to at least one of (A) a spatial feature of the at least one information source, (B) a spatial

feature of the at least one interference source, (C) a spectral feature of the at least one

information source, and (D) a spectral feature of the at least one interference source, and

the trained plurality of coefficient values is based on updating a plurality of coefficient

values according to at least one among an independent vector analysis algorithm and a

constrained independent vector analysis algorithm.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] FIG. IA shows a flowchart of a method MlOO to produce a converged filter

structure according to a general disclosed configuration.

[0013] FIG. IB shows a flowchart of an implementation M200 of method M200.

[0014] FIG. 2 shows an example of an acoustic anechoic chamber configured for

recording of training data.

[0015] FIGS. 3A and 3B show an example of a mobile user terminal in two different

operating configurations.

[0016] FIGS. 4A and 4B show the mobile user terminal of FIGS. 3A-B in two different

training scenarios.

[0017] FIGS. 5A and 5B show the mobile user terminal of FIGS. 3A-B in two more

different training scenarios.

[0018] FIG. 6 shows an example of a headset.

[0019] FIG. 7 shows an example of a writing instrument (e.g., a pen) or stylus having a

linear array of microphones.

[0020] FIG. 8 shows an example of a hands-free car kit.

[0021] FIG. 9 shows an example of an application of the car kit of FIG. 8.

[0022] FIG. 1OA shows a block diagram of an implementation FlOO of source separator

FlO that includes a feedback filter structure.

[0023] FIG. 1OB shows a block diagram of an implementation F I l O of source separator

FlOO.

[0024] FIG. 11 shows a block diagram of an implementation F 120 of source separator

FlOO that is configured to process a three-channel input signal.

[0025] FIG. 12 shows a block diagram of an implementation F 102 of source separator

FlOO that includes implementations C l 12 and C122 of cross filters CI l O and C120,

respectively..

[0026] FIG. 13 shows a block diagram of an implementation F 104 of source separator

FlOO that includes scaling factors.

[0027] FIG. 14 shows a block diagram of an implementation F200 of source separator

FlO that includes a feedforward filter structure.

[0028] FIG. 15A shows a block diagram of an implementation F2 10 of TSS F200.

[0029] FIG. 15B shows a block diagram of an implementation F220 of TSS F200.



[0030] FIG. 16 shows an example of a plot of a converged solution for a headset

application.

[0031] FIG. 17 shows an example of a plot of a converged solution for a writing device

application.

[0032] FIG. 18A shows a block diagram of an apparatus AlOO that includes two

instances FlOa and FlOb of source separator FlO arranged in a cascade configuration.

[0033] FIG. 18B shows a block diagram of an implementation A l 10 of apparatus AlOO

that includes a switch SlOO.

[0034] FIG. 19A shows a block diagram of an apparatus A200 according to a general

configuration.

[0035] FIG. 19B shows a block diagram of an apparatus A300 according to a general

configuration.

[0036] FIG. 2OA shows a block diagram of an implementation A310 of apparatus A300

that includes a switch SlOO.

[0037] FIG. 2OB shows a block diagram of an implementation A320 of apparatus A300.

[0038] FIG. 2 1A shows a block diagram of an implementation A330 of apparatus A300

and apparatus AlOO.

[0039] FIG. 21B shows a block diagram of an implementation A340 of apparatus A300.

[0040] FIG. 22A shows a block diagram of an apparatus A400 according to a general

configuration.

[0041] FIG. 22B shows a block diagram of an implementation A410 of apparatus A400.

[0042] FIG. 23A shows a block diagram of an apparatus A500 according to a general

configuration.

[0043] FIG. 23B shows a block diagram of an implementation A510 of apparatus A500.

[0044] FIG. 24A shows a block diagram of echo canceller B502.

[0045] FIG. 24B shows a block diagram of an implementation B504 of echo canceller

B502.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0046] Systems, methods, and apparatus disclosed herein may be adapted for processing

signals of many different types, including acoustic signals (e.g., speech, sound,

ultrasound, sonar), physiological or other medical signals (e.g., electrocardiographic,

electroencephalographic, magnetoencephalographic), and imaging and/or ranging



signals (e.g., magnetic resonance, radar, seismic). Applications for such systems,

methods, and apparatus include uses in speech feature extraction, speech recognition,

and speech processing.

[0047] In the following description, the symbol i is used in two different ways. When

used as a factor, the symbol i denotes the imaginary square root of-1. The symbol i is

also used to indicate an index, such as a column of a matrix or element of a vector.

Both usages are common in the art, and one of skill will recognize which one of the two

is intended from the context in which each instance of the symbol i appears.

[0048] In the following description, the notation diag(X) as applied to a matrix X

indicates the matrix whose diagonal is equal to the diagonal of X and whose other

values are zero.

[0049] Unless expressly limited by its context, the term "signal" is used herein to

indicate any of its ordinary meanings, including a state of a memory location (or set of

memory locations) as expressed on a wire, bus, or other transmission medium. Unless

expressly limited by its context, the term "generating" is used herein to indicate any of

its ordinary meanings, such as computing or otherwise producing. Unless expressly

limited by its context, the term "calculating" is used herein to indicate any of its

ordinary meanings, such as computing, evaluating, and/or selecting from a set of values.

Unless expressly limited by its context, the term "obtaining" is used to indicate any of

its ordinary meanings, such as calculating, deriving, receiving (e.g., from an external

device), and/or retrieving (e.g., from an array of storage elements). Where the term

"comprising" is used in the present description and claims, it does not exclude other

elements or operations. The term "based on" (as in "A is based on B") is used to

indicate any of its ordinary meanings, including the cases (i) "based on at least" (e.g.,

"A is based on at least B") and, if appropriate in the particular context, (ii) "equal to"

(e.g., "A is equal to B").

[0050] Unless indicated otherwise, any disclosure of an operation of an apparatus

having a particular feature is also expressly intended to disclose a method having an

analogous feature (and vice versa), and any disclosure of an operation of an apparatus

according to a particular configuration is also expressly intended to disclose a method

according to an analogous configuration (and vice versa).

[0051] FIG. IA shows a flowchart of a method MlOO to produce a converged filter

structure according to a general disclosed configuration. Based on a plurality of M-



channel signals (where M is greater than one), task T I l O trains a plurality of filter

coefficient values of a source separation filter structure to obtain a converged source

separation filter structure. Task T120 decides whether the converged filter structure

sufficiently separates each of the plurality of M-channel signals into at least an

information output signal and an interference output signal.

[0052] A person having ordinary skill in the art, recognizes that training the plurality of

coefficient values may include updating a plurality of coefficient values based on an

adaptive algorithm. An example of an adaptive algorithm is a source separation

algorithm. After a series of P M-channel signals are captured, each (a first and a

second) plurality of coefficient values are "updated". The third plurality of coefficient

values may be "learned" or "adapted" or "converged" (sometimes these terms are used

synonymously) based on a decision in task T130. In a typical application, tasks TI lO,

T120 and T 130 (and possibly one or more similar tasks) are executed serially offline to

obtain the converged plurality of coefficient values, and task T 140 may be performed

offline, or online, or both offline and online to filter a signal based on the converged

plurality of coefficient values.

[0053] In method MlOO, the M-channel training signals are each captured by at least M

transducers in response to at least one information source and at least one interference

source. The transducer signals are typically sampled, may be pre-processed (e.g.,

filtered for echo cancellation, noise reduction, spectrum shaping, etc.), and may even be

pre-separated (e.g., by another source separator or adaptive filter as described herein).

For acoustic applications such as speech, typical sampling rates range from 8 kHz to 16

kHz.

[0054] Each of the M channels is based on the output of a corresponding one of M

transducers. Depending on the particular application, the M transducers may be

designed to sense acoustic signals, electromagnetic signals, vibration, or another

phenomenon. For example, antennas may be used to sense electromagnetic waves, and

microphones may be used to sense acoustic waves. A transducer may have a response

that is omnidirectional, bidirectional, or unidirectional (e.g., cardioid). For acoustic

applications, the various types of transducers that may be used include piezoelectric

microphones, dynamic microphones, and electret microphones.

[0055] The plurality P of M-channel training signals are each based on input data

captured (e.g., recorded) under a different corresponding one of P scenarios, where P



may be equal to two but is generally an integer greater than one. A scenario may

comprise a different spatial feature (e.g., a different handset or headset orientation)

and/or a different spectral feature (e.g., the capturing of sound sources which may have

different properties). For example, the sound sources may be noise-like (street noise,

babble noise, ambient noise, etc.) or may include a voice or a musical instrument.

Sound waves from a sound source may bounce or reflect off of walls or nearby objects

to produce different sounds. It is understood by a person having ordinary skill in the art

that the term "sound source" may also be used to indicate different sounds other than the

original sound source, as well as the indication of the original sound source. Depending

on the application, a sound source may be designated as an information source or an

interference source.

[0056] FIG. 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, illustrate different exemplary orientations of a handset

which may be used in one of the P scenarios. There may be N different orientations to

capture different headset orientations, where N may be equal to two but is generally an

integer greater than one. FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary orientation of a headset which

may be used in one of the P scenarios. By changing the headset variability, H different

orientations may be used to capture different headset orientations. A headset or handset

may have at least M transducers.

[0057] The plurality of M-channel training signals of method MlOO may represent the

input of separate temporal intervals of signals (i.e., various sound sources) at different

orientations (i.e., H or N) for different respective scenarios

[0058] FIG. IB shows a flowchart of an implementation M200 of method MlOO.

Method M200 includes a task T 130 that filters an M-channel signal in real time, based

on a trained plurality of coefficient values of the converged filter structure.

[0059] In a typical case, an M-channel signal represents an M-channel (partial or full)

mixture signal, herein denoted as an M-channel mixture signal. It should be noted that

even in the case of normal speech in a relatively quiet environment, an M-channel signal

may be treated as a mixture signal. In such case, the partial mixture may be said to be

very low, for example if there is only little ambient noise (e.g. of an interference source)

and a person is talking (e.g. of an information source).

[0060] The same M transducers may be used to capture the signals upon which all of

the M-channel signals in the series are based. Alternatively, it may be desirable for the

set of M transducers used to capture the signal upon which one signal of the series is



based to differ (in one or more of the transducers) from the set of M transducers used to

capture the signal upon which another signal of the series is based. For example, it may

be desirable to use different sets of transducers in order to produce a plurality of

coefficient values that is robust to some degree of variation among the transducers.

[0061] Each of the P scenarios includes at least one information source and at least one

interference source. Typically each of these sources is a transducer, such that each

information source is a transducer reproducing a signal appropriate for the particular

application, and each interference source is a transducer reproducing a type of

interference that may be expected in the particular application. In an acoustic

application, for example, each information source may be a loudspeaker reproducing a

speech signal or a music signal, and each interference source may be a loudspeaker

reproducing an interfering acoustic signal, such as another speech signal or ambient

background sound from a typical expected environment, or a noise signal. For acoustic

applications, recording or capturing of the input data from the M transducers in each of

the P scenarios may be performed using an M-channel tape recorder, a computer with

M-channel sound recording or capturing capability, or other device capable of recording

or capturing the output of the M transducers simultaneously (e.g., to within the order of

a sampling resolution).

[0062] FIG. 2 shows an example of an acoustic anechoic chamber configured for

recording of training data. The acoustic anechoic chamber may be used for capturing

signals used for training upon which the series of M-channel signals are based. In this

example, a Head and Torso Simulator (HATS, as manufactured by Bruel & Kjaer,

Naerum, Denmark) is positioned within an inward- focused array of interference sources

(i.e., the four loudspeakers). In such case, the array of interference sources may be

driven to create a diffuse noise field that encloses the HATS as shown. In other cases,

one or more such interference sources may be driven to create a noise field having a

different spatial distribution (e.g., a directional noise field).

[0063] Types of noise signals that may be used include white noise, pink noise, grey

noise, and Hoth noise (e.g., as described in IEEE Standard 269-2001, "Draft Standard

Methods for Measuring Transmission Performance of Analog and Digital Telephone

Sets, Handsets and Headsets," as promulgated by the Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Piscataway, NJ). Other types of noise signals that may



be used, especially for non-acoustic applications, include brown noise, blue noise, and

purple noise.

[0064] The P scenarios differ from one another in terms of at least one spatial and/or

spectral feature. The spatial configuration of sources and recording transducers may

vary from one scenario to another in any one or more of the following ways: placement

and/or orientation of a source relative to the other source or sources, placement and/or

orientation of a recording transducer relative to the other recording transducer or

transducers, placement and/or orientation of the sources relative to the recording

transducers, and placement and/or orientation of the recording transducers relative to the

sources. For example, at least two among the plurality of P scenarios may correspond to

different spatial configurations of transducers and sources, such that at least one among

the transducers and sources has a position or orientation in one scenario that is different

from its position or orientation in the other scenario.

[0065] Spectral features that may vary from one scenario to another include the

following: spectral content of at least one source signal (e.g., speech from different

voices, noise of different colors), and frequency response of one or more of the

recording transducers. In one particular example as mentioned above, at least two of the

scenarios differ with respect to at least one of the recording transducers. Such a

variation may be desirable to support a solution that is robust over an expected range of

changes in transducer frequency and/or phase response.

[0066] In another particular example, at least two of the scenarios include background

noise and differ with respect to the signature of the background noise (i.e., the statistics

of the noise over frequency and/or time). In such case, the interference sources may be

configured to emit noise of one color (e.g., white, pink, or Hoth) or type (e.g., a

reproduction of street noise, babble noise, or car noise) in one of the P scenarios and to

emit noise of another color or type in another of the P scenarios.

[0067] At least two of the P scenarios may include information sources producing

signals having substantially different spectral content. In a speech application, for

example, the information signals in two different scenarios may be voices that have

average pitches (i.e., over the length of the scenario) which differ by not less than ten

percent, twenty percent, thirty percent, or even fifty percent. Another feature that may

vary from one scenario to another is the output amplitude of a source relative to that of

the other source or sources. Another feature that may vary from one scenario to another



is the gain sensitivity of a recording transducer relative to that of the other recording

transducer or transducers.

[0068] As described below, the P M-channel training signals are used to obtain a

converged plurality of coefficient values. The duration of each of the P training signals

may be selected based on an expected convergence rate of the training operation. For

example, it may be desirable to select a duration for each training signal that is long

enough to permit significant progress toward convergence but short enough to allow

other M-channel training signals to also contribute substantially to the converged

solution. In a typical acoustic application, each of the P M-channel training signals lasts

from about one-half or one to about five or ten seconds. For a typical training

operation, copies of the M-channel training signals are concatenated in a random order

to obtain a sound file to be used for training.

[0069] In one particular set of applications, the M transducers are microphones of a

portable device for wireless communications such as a cellular telephone handset.

FIGS. 3A and 3B show two different operating configurations of one such device 50. In

this particular example, M is equal to three (the primary microphone 53 and two

secondary microphones 54). For the hands-free operating configuration shown in FIG.

3A, the far-end signal is reproduced by speaker 51, and FIGS. 4A and 4B show two

different possible orientations of the device with respect to a user's mouth. It may be

desirable for one of the M-channel training signals to be based on signals produced by

the microphones in one of these two configurations and for another of the M-channel

training signals to be based on signals produced by the microphones in the other of

these two configurations.

[0070] For the normal operating configuration shown in FIG. 3B, the far-end signal is

reproduced by receiver 52, and FIGS. 5A and 5B show two different possible

orientations of the device with respect to a user's mouth. It may be desirable for one of

the M-channel training signals to be based on signals produced by the microphones in

one of these two configurations and for another of the M-channel training signals to be

based on signals produced by the microphones in the other of these two configurations.

[0071] In one example, method MlOO is implemented to produce a trained plurality of

coefficient values for the hands-free operating configuration of FIG. 3A, and a different

trained plurality of coefficient values for the normal operating configuration of FIG. 3B.

Such an implementation of method MlOO may be configured to execute one instance of



task T l 10 to produce one of the trained pluralities of coefficient values, and to execute

another instance of task T l 10 to produce the other trained plurality of coefficient values.

In such case, task T130 of method M200 may be configured to select among the two

trained pluralities of coefficient values at runtime (e.g., according to the state of a switch

that indicates whether the device is open or closed). Alternatively, method MlOO may

be implemented to produce a single trained plurality of coefficient values by serially

updating a plurality of coefficient values according to each of the four orientations

shown in FIGS. 4A, 4B, 5A, and 5B.

[0072] For each of the P training scenarios in this speech application, the information

signal may be provided to the M transducers by reproducing from the user's mouth a

voice uttering standardized vocabulary such as one or more of the Harvard Sentences

(as described in IEEE Recommended Practices for Speech Quality Measurements in

IEEE Transactions on Audio and Electroacoustics, vol. 17, pp. 227-46, 1969). In one

such example, the speech is reproduced from the mouth loudspeaker of a HATS at a

sound pressure level of 89 dB. At least two of the P training scenarios may differ from

one another with respect to this information signal. For example, different scenarios

may use voices having substantially different pitches. Additionally or in the alternative,

at least two of the P training scenarios may use different instances of the handset device

(e.g., to capture variations in response of the different microphones).

[0073] A scenario may include driving the speaker of the handset (e.g., by a voice

uttering standardized vocabulary) to provide a directional interference source. For the

hands-free operating configuration of FIG. 3A, such a scenario may include driving

speaker 51, while for the normal operating configuration of FIG. 3B, such a scenario

may include driving receiver 52. A scenario may include such an interference source in

addition to, or in the alternative to, a diffuse noise field created, for example, by an

array of interference sources as shown in FIG. 2 . In one such example, the array of

loudspeakers is configured to play back noise signals at a sound pressure level of 75 to

78 dB at the HATS ear reference point or mouth reference point.

[0074] In another particular set of applications, the M transducers are microphones of a

wired or wireless earpiece or other headset. For example, such a device may be

configured to support half- or full-duplex telephony via communication with a

telephone device such as cellular telephone handset (e.g., using a version of the

Bluetooth™ protocol as promulgated by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group, Inc.,



Bellevue, WA). FIG. 6 shows one example 63 of such a headset that is configured to be

worn on a user's ear 65. Headset 63 has two microphones 67 that are arranged in an

endfϊre configuration with respect to the user's mouth 64.

[0075] The training scenarios for such a headset may include any combination of the

information and/or interference sources as described with reference to the handset

applications above. Another difference that may be modeled by different ones of the P

training scenarios is the varying angle of the transducer axis with respect to the ear, as

indicated in FIG. 6 by headset mounting variability 66. Such variation may occur in

practice from one user to another. Such variation may even with respect to the same

user over a single period of wearing the device. It will be understood that such variation

may adversely affect signal separation performance by changing the direction and

distance from the transducer array to the user's mouth. In such case, it may be desirable

for one of the plurality of M-channel training signals to be based on a scenario in which

the headset is mounted in the ear 65 at an angle at or near one extreme of the expected

range of mounting angles, and for another of the M-channel training signals to be based

on a scenario in which the headset is mounted in the ear 65 at an angle at or near the

other extreme of the expected range of mounting angles.

[0076] In a further set of applications, the M transducers are microphones provided

within a pen, stylus, or other drawing device. FIG. 7 shows one example of such a

device 79 in which the microphones 80 are disposed in a endfire configuration with

respect to scratching noise 82 that arrives from the tip and is caused by contact between

the tip and a drawing surface 81. The training scenarios for such a device may include

any combination of the information and/or interference sources as described with

reference to the handset applications above. Additionally or in the alternative, different

scenarios may include drawing the tip of the device 79 across different surfaces to elicit

differing instances of scratching noise 82 (e.g., having different signatures in time

and/or frequency). As compared to the handset and headset applications discussed

above, it may be desirable in such an application for method MlOO to train a plurality of

coefficient values to separate an interference source (i.e., the scratching noise) rather

than an information source (i.e., the user's voice). In such case, the separated

interference may be removed from a desired signal in a later processing stage as

described below.



[0077] In a further set of applications, the M transducers are microphones provided in a

hands-free car kit. FIG. 8 shows one example of such a device 83 in which the

loudspeaker 85 is disposed broadside to the transducer array 84. The training scenarios

for such a device may include any combination of the information and/or interference

sources as described with reference to the handset applications above. In a particular

example, two instances of method MlOO are performed to generate two different trained

pluralities of coefficient values. The first instance includes training scenarios that differ

in the placement of the desired speaker with respect to the microphone array, as shown

in FIG. 9 . The scenarios for this instance may also include interference such as a

diffuse or directional noise field as described above.

[0078] The second instance includes training scenarios in which an interfering signal is

reproduced from the loudspeaker 85. Different scenarios may include interfering

signals reproduced from loudspeaker 85, such as music and/or voices having different

signatures in time and/or frequency (e.g., substantially different pitch frequencies). The

scenarios for this instance may also include interference such as a diffuse or directional

noise field as described above. It may be desirable for this instance of method MlOO to

train the corresponding plurality of coefficient values to separate the interfering signal

from the interference source (i.e., loudspeaker 85). As illustrated in FIG. 18A, the two

trained pluralities of coefficient values may be used to configure respective instances

FlOa, FlOb of a source separator FlO as described below that are arranged in a cascade

configuration, where delay DlO is provided to compensate for processing delay of the

source separator FlOa.

[0079] While HATS is being described as the test device of choice in all these design

steps, any other humanoid simulation (simulator) or human speaker can be substituted

for a desired speech generating source. It is advantageous to use at least some amount

of background noise to better condition the separation matrices over all frequencies.

Alternatively, the testing may be performed by the user prior to use or during use. For

example, the testing can be personalized based on the features of the user, such as

distance of transducers to the mouth, or based on the environment. A series of preset

"questions" can be designed for the user, e.g., the end user, to condition the system to

particular features, traits, environments, uses, etc.

[0080] A procedure as described above may be combined into one testing and learning

stage by playing the desired speaker signal back from HATS along with the interfering



source signals to simultaneously design fixed beam and null beamformers for a

particular application.

[0081] The trained converged filter solutions (to be implemented, e.g., as real time fixed

filter designs) should, in preferred embodiments, trade off self noise against frequency

and spatial selectivity. For speech applications as described above, the variety of

desired speaker directions may lead to a rather broad null corresponding to one output

channel and a broad beam corresponding to the other output channel. The beampatterns

and white noise gain of the obtained filters can be adapted to the microphone gain and

phase characteristics as well as the spatial variability of the desired speaker direction

and noise frequency content. If required, the microphone frequency responses can be

equalized before the training data is recorded. In one example, by recording data with a

particular playback loudness in quiet and noisy backgrounds for a particular

environment, the converged filter solutions will have modeled the particular microphone

gain and phase characteristics and adapted to a range of spatial and spectral properties

of the device. The device may have specific noise characteristics and resonance modes

that are modeled in this manner. Since the learned filter is typically adapted to the

particular data, it is data dependent and the resulting beam pattern and white noise gain

have to be analyzed and shaped in an iterative manner by changing learning rates, the

variety of training data and the number of sensors. Alternatively, a wide beampattern

can be obtained from a standard data-independent and possibly frequency-invariant

beamformer design (superdirective beamformers, least-squares beamformers,

statistically optimal beamformer, etc.). Any combination of these data dependent or

data independent designs may be appropriate for a particular application. In the case of

data independent beamformers, beampatterns can be shaped by tuning the noise

correlation matrix for example.

[0082] Although some of the pre-processing designs make use of offline designed

learned filters, the microphone characteristics may drift in time as well as the array

configuration be mechanically changing. For this reason an online calibration routine

may be necessary to match the microphone frequency properties and sensitivities on a

periodic basis. For example, it may be desirable to recalibrate the gains of the

microphones to match the levels of the M-channel training signals.

[0083] Task TI l O is configured to serially update a plurality of filter coefficient values

of a source separation filter structure according to a source separation algorithm.



Various examples of such a filter structure are described below. A typical source

separation algorithm is configured to process a set of mixed signals to produce a set of

separated channels that include a combination channel having both signal and noise and

at least one noise-dominant channel. The combination channel may also have an

increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as compared to the input channel.

[0084] Task T 120 decides whether the converged filter structure sufficiently separates

information from interference for each of the plurality of M-channel signals. Such an

operation may be performed automatically or by human supervision. One example of

such a decision operation uses a metric based on correlating a known signal from an

information source with the result produced by filtering a corresponding M-channel

training signal with the trained plurality of coefficient values. The known signal may

have a word or series of segments that when filtered produces an output that is

substantially correlated with the word or series of segments in one channel, and has little

correlation in all other channels. In such case, sufficient separation may be decided

according to a relation between the correlation result and a threshold value.

[0085] Another example of such a decision operation calculates at least one metric

produced by filtering an M-channel training signal with the trained plurality of

coefficient values and comparing each such result with a corresponding threshold value.

Such metrics may include statistical properties such as variance, Gaussianity, and/or

higher-order statistical moments such as kurtosis. For speech signals, such properties

may also include zero crossing rate and/or burstiness over time (also known as time

sparsity). In general, speech signals exhibit a lower zero crossing rate and a lower time

sparsity than noise signals.

[0086] It is possible that task T I l O will converge to a local minimum such that task

T120 fails for one or more (possibly all) of the training signals. If task T120 fails, task

TlOO may be repeated using different training parameters as described below (e.g.,

learning rate, geometric constraints). It is possible that task T120 will fail for only some

of the M-channel training signals, and in such case it may be desirable to keep the

converged solution (i.e., the trained plurality of coefficient values) as being suitable for

the plurality of training signals for which task T 120 passed. In such case, it may be

desirable to repeat method MlOO to obtain a solution for the other training signals or,

alternatively, the signals for which task T 120 failed may be ignored as special cases.



[0087] The term "source separation algorithms" includes blind source separation

algorithms, such as independent component analysis (ICA) and related methods such as

independent vector analysis (IVA). Blind source separation (BSS) algorithms are

methods of separating individual source signals (which may include signals from one or

more information sources and one or more interference sources) based only on mixtures

of the source signals. The term "blind" refers to the fact that the reference signal or

signal of interest is not available, and such methods commonly include assumptions

regarding the statistics of one or more of the information and/or interference signals. In

speech applications, for example, the speech signal of interest is commonly assumed to

have a supergaussian distribution (e.g., a high kurtosis).

[0088] The class of BSS algorithms includes multivariate blind deconvolution

algorithms. Source separation algorithms also include variants of blind source

separation algorithms, such as ICA and IVA, that are constrained according to other a

priori information, such as a known direction of each of one or more of the source

signals with respect to, e.g., an axis of the array of recording transducers. Such

algorithms may be distinguished from beamformers that apply fixed, non-adaptive

solutions based only on directional information and not on observed signals.

[0089] Once method MlOO has produced a trained plurality of coefficient values, the

the coefficient values may be used in a runtime filter (e.g., source separator FlOO as

described herein) where they may be fixed or may remain adaptable. Method MlOO

may be used to converge to a solution that is desirable, in an environment that may

include lots of variability.

[0090] Calculation of the trained plurality of coefficient values may be performed in the

time domain or in the frequency domain. The coefficient values may also be calculated

in the frequency domain and transformed to time-domain coefficients for application to

time-domain signals.

[0091] Updating of the coefficient values in response to the series of M-channel input

signals may continue until a converged solution to the source separator is obtained.

During this operation, at least some of the series of M-channel input signals may be

repeated, possibly in a different order. For example, the series of M-channel input

signals may be repeated in a loop until a converged solution is obtained. Convergence

may be determined based on the coefficient values of the component filters. For

example, it may be decided that the filter has converged when the filter coefficient



values no longer change, or when the total change in the filter coefficient values over

some time interval is less than (alternatively, not greater than) a threshold value.

Convergence may be determined independently for each cross filter, such that the

updating operation for one cross filter may terminate while the updating operation for

another cross filter continues. Alternatively, updating of each cross filter may continue

until all of the cross filters have converged.

[0092] Each filter of source separator FlOO has a set of one or more coefficient values.

For example, a filter may have one, several, tens, hundreds, or thousands of filter

coefficients. For example, it may be desirable to implement cross filters having sparsely

distributed coefficients over time to capture a long period of time delays. At least one

of the sets of coefficient values is based on the input data.

[0093] Method MlOO is configured to update the filter coefficient values according to a

learning rule of a source separation algorithm. This learning rule may be designed to

maximize information between the output channels. Such a criterion may also be

restated as maximizing the statistical independence of the output channels, or

minimizing mutual information among the output channels, or maximizing entropy at

the output. Particular examples of the different learning rules that may be used include

maximum information (also known as infomax), maximum likelihood, and maximum

nongaussianity (e.g., maximum kurtosis). It is common for a source separation learning

rule to be based on a stochastic gradient ascent rule. Examples of known ICA

algorithms include Infomax, FastICA (www.cis.hut.fi/projects/ica/fastica/fp.shtml), and

JADE (a joint approximate diagonalization algorithm described at

www.tsi.enst.fr/~cardoso/guidesepsou.html).

[0094] Filter structures that may be used for the source separation filter structure

include feedback structures; feedforward structures; FIR structures; HR structures; and

direct, cascade, parallel, or lattice forms of the above. FIG. 1OA shows a block diagram

of a feedback filter structure that may be used to implement such a filter in a two-

channel application. This structure, which includes two cross filters C I l O and C120, is

also an example of an infinite impulse response (HR) filter. FIG. 9B shows a block

diagram of a variation of this structure that includes direct filters D I l O and D 120.

[0095] Adaptive operation of a feedback filter structure having two input channels X1, X

and two output channels 1, y as shown in FIG. 9A may be described using the

following expressions:



y λ( = 1(t) +(hn (t) ® y 2(t)) (1)

y 2(t) =x2(t) +(h2 (t) y (t)) (2)

Ahl2k = -f( y ι (t))x y 2(t - k) (3)

Ah2lk = -f(y 2(t))x y ι (t - k) (4)

where t denotes a time sample index,
12

(Y) denotes the coefficient values of filter CI l O

at time t, h2λit) denotes the coefficient values of filter C 120 at time t, the symbol <8>

denotes the time-domain convolution operation, ∆hl2k denotes a change in the k-th

coefficient value of filter C I l O subsequent to the calculation of output values y \{t) and

yi{t), and ∆ 21i denotes a change in the k-th coefficient value of filter C120 subsequent

to the calculation and (O-

[0096] It may be desirable to implement the activation function / as a nonlinear

bounded function that approximates the cumulative density function of the desired

signal. One example of a nonlinear bounded function that satisfies this feature,

especially for positively kurtotic signals such as speech signals, is the hyperbolic

tangent function (commonly indicated as tanh). It may be desirable to use a function

β x) that quickly approaches the maximum or minimum value depending on the sign of

x . Other examples of nonlinear bounded functions that may be used for activation

function / include the sigmoid function, the sign function, and the simple function.

These example functions may be expressed as follows:

- e χ
tanh(x

) e +e χ

1
sigmoid (x) =

l +e χ

e

simple(ε ,x) = ε
e

[0097] The coefficient values of filters Cl 10 and C120 may be updated at every sample

or at another time interval, and the coefficient values of filters C I l O and C120 may be

updated at the same rate or at different rates. It may be desirable to update different



coefficient values at different rates. For example, it may be desirable to update the

lower-order coefficient values more frequently than the higher-order coefficient values.

Another structure that may be used for training includes learning and output stages as

described, e.g., in FIG. 12 and paragraphs [0087]-[0091] of U.S. Pat. Appl. 11/187,504

(Visser et al).

[0098] FIG. 12A shows a block diagram of an implementation F 102 of source separator

FlOO that includes logical implementations Cl 12, C122 of cross filters C I lO, C120.

FIG. 12B shows another implementation F 104 of source separator FlOO that includes

update logic blocks U I lOa, UlOOb. This example also includes implementations C l 14

and C124 of filters C l 12 and C122, respectively, that are configured to communicate

with the respective update logic blocks. FIG. 12C shows a block diagram of another

implementation F 106 of source separator FlOO that includes update logic. This example

includes implementations Cl 16 and C126 of filters CI l O and C120, respectively, that

are provided with read and write ports. It is noted that such update logic may be

implemented in many different ways to achieve an equivalent result. The

implementations shown in FIGS. 12B and 12C may be used to obtain the trained

plurality of coefficient values (e.g., during a design stage), and may also be used in a

subsequent real-time application is desired. In contrast, the implementation F 102

shown in FIG. 12A may be loaded with a trained plurality of coefficient values (e.g., a

plurality of coefficient values as obtained using separator F 104 or F 106) for real-time

use. Such loading may be performed during manufacturing, during a subsequent

update, etc.

[0099] The feedback structures shown in FIGS. 1OA and 1OB may be extended to more

than two channels. For example, FIG. 11 shows an extension of the structure of FIG.

1OA to three channels. In general, a full M-channel feedback structure will include

M*(M-1) cross filters, and it will be understood that the expressions (l)-(4) may be

similarly generalized in terms of hj m(t) and Ahj mk for each input channel xm and output

channel y}.

[00100] Although HR designs are typically computationally cheaper than corresponding

FIR designs, it is possible for an HR filter to become unstable in practice (e.g., to

produce an unbounded output in response to a bounded input). An increase in input

gain, such as may be encountered with nonstationary speech signals, can lead to an

exponential increase of filter coefficient values and cause instability. Because speech



signals generally exhibit a sparse distribution with zero mean, the output of the

activation function / may oscillate frequently in time and contribute to instability.

Additionally, while a large learning parameter value may be desired to support rapid

convergence, an inherent trade-off may exist between stability and convergence rate, as

a large input gain may tend to make the system more unstable.

[00101] It is desirable to ensure the stability of an HR filter implementation. One such

approach, as illustrated in FIG. 13, is to scale the input channels appropriately by

adapting the scaling factors SI l O and S120 based on one or more characteristics of the

incoming input signal. For example, it may be desirable to perform attenuation

according to the level of the input signal, such that if the level of the input signal is too

high, scaling factors SI l O and S120 may be reduced to lower the input amplitude.

Reducing the input levels may also reduce the SNR, however, which may in turn lead to

diminished separation performance, and it may be desirable to attenuate the input

channels only to a degree necessary to ensure stability.

[00102] In a typical implementation, scaling factors SI l O and S120 are equal to each

other and have values not greater than one. It is also typical for scaling factor S130 to

be the reciprocal of scaling factor SI lO, and for scaling factor S140 to be the reciprocal

of scaling factor S120, although exceptions to any one or more of these criteria are

possible. For example, it may be desirable to use different values for scaling factors

SI l O and S120 to account for different gain characteristics of the corresponding

transducers. In such case, each of the scaling factors may be a combination (e.g., a sum)

of an adaptive portion that relates to the current channel level and a fixed portion that

relates to the transducer characteristics (e.g., as determined during a calibration

operation) and may be updated occasionally during the lifetime of the device.

[00103] Another approach to stabilizing the cross filters of a feedback structure is to

implement the update logic to account for short-term fluctuation in filter coefficient

values (e.g., at every sample), thereby avoiding associated reverberation. Such an

approach, which may be used with or instead of the scaling approach described above,

may be viewed as time-domain smoothing. Additionally or in the alternative, filter

smoothing may be performed in the frequency domain to enforce coherence of the

converged separating filter over neighboring frequency bins. Such an operation may be

implemented conveniently by zero-padding the K-tap filter to a longer length L,

transforming this filter with increased time support into the frequency domain (e.g., via



a Fourier transform), and then performing an inverse transform to return the filter to the

time domain. Since the filter has effectively been windowed with a rectangular time-

domain window, it is correspondingly smoothed by a sine function in the frequency

domain. Such frequency-domain smoothing may be accomplished at regular time

intervals to periodically reinitialize the adapted filter coefficients to a coherent solution.

Other stability features may include using multiple filter stages to implement cross-

filters and/or limiting filter adaptation range and/or rate.

[00104] It may be desirable to verify that the converged solution satisfies one or more

performance criteria. One performance criterion that may be used is white noise gain,

which characterizes the robustness of the converged solution. White noise gain (or

WNG( ω)) may be defined as (A) the output power in response to normalized white

noise on the transducers or, equivalently, (B) the ratio of signal gain to transducer noise

sensitivity.

[00105] Another performance criterion that may be used is the degree to which a beam

pattern (or null beam pattern) for each of one or more of the sources in the series of M-

channel signals agrees with a corresponding beam pattern as calculated from the M-

channel output signal as produced by the converged filter. This criterion may not apply

for cases in which the actual beam patterns are unknown and/or the series of M-channel

input signals has been pre-separated. Once the converged filter solutions hu{t) and

2 1
( (e.g., hmj (t)) have been obtained, the spatial and spectral beam patterns

corresponding to outputs and (O (e.g., y/t)) may be calculated. Evaluate the

converged solutions according to agreement with known beam patterns, etc. If the

performance test fails, it may be desirable to repeat the adaptation using different

training data, different learning rates, etc.

[00106] To determine the beam pattern associated with a feedback structure, time-

domain impulse-response functions wn(t) from X1 to y l w2 1(t) from X1 to y2, w
12

(t) from

X to yi, and w22(t) from x2 to y2 may be simulated by computing the iterative response

to expressions (1) and (2) of a system subject to an impulse input at t=0 in X1 and

subsequently at t=0 in x2. Alternatively, explicit analytical transfer function expressions

may be formulated for wn(t), w
12

(t), w2i(t), and w22(t) by substituting expression (1)

into expression (2). It may be desirable to perform polynomial division on the HR form

A(z)/B(z) of the resulting expressions to obtain an FIR form A(z)/B(z) = V(z) =

V0 + V1 x z 1 + v2 x z 2 + V3 x z 3 + ... .



[00107] Once the time-domain impulse transfer functions wjm(t) from each input channel

m to each output channel j are obtained by either method, they may be transformed to

the frequency domain to produce a frequency-domain transfer function Wjm(i*ω) . The

beam pattern for each output channel j may then be obtained from the frequency-domain

transfer function Wjm(i*ω) by computing the magnitude plot of the expression

W (i x CO)D(Co) 1 + Wj 2 (i x ω)D( ω) 2j + ... + W jM (i χ ω)D( ω) Mj .

In this expression, D(ω) indicates the directivity matrix for frequency ω such that

D (ω)υ = exp(-z x COs( ) x pos(i) ω /c) , (5)

where pos(i) denotes the spatial coordinates of the i-th transducer in an array of M

transducers, c is the propagation velocity of sound in the medium (e.g., 340 m/s in air),

and θj denotes the incident angle of arrival of the j-th source with respect to the axis of

the transducer array. (For a case in which the values θ, are not known a priori, they may

be estimated using, for example, the procedure that is described below.)

[00108] Another approach may be implemented using a feedforward filter structure as

shown in FIGS. 14, 15A, and 15B. FIG. 14 shows a block diagram of a feedforward

filter structure that includes direct filters D210 and D220.

[00109] A feedforward structure may be used to implement another approach, called

frequency-domain ICA or complex ICA, in which the filter coefficient values are

computed directly in the frequency domain (perform FFT or other transform on the

input channels) This technique is designed to calculate an M x M unmixing matrix

W(ω) for each frequency bin ω such that the demixed output vectors

Y (ω,l) = W (ω)X( ω,l) are mutually independent. The unmixing matrices W(ω) are

updated according to a rule that may be expressed as follows:

[00110] W1+r (ω) = W1(ω) + µ [I - (φ (Y( ω, I))Y ω, l) H )]W (ω) (6)

[00111] where W/(ω) denotes the unmixing matrix for frequency bin ω and window /,

Y(ω,/) denotes the filter output for frequency bin ω and window /, W/+r(ω) denotes the

unmixing matrix for frequency bin ω and window (/+r), r is an update rate parameter

having an integer value not less than one, µ is a learning rate parameter, I is the identity

matrix, Φ denotes an activation function, the superscript H denotes the conjugate

transpose operation, and the brackets <> denote the averaging operation in time / = 1,



. .., L. In one example, the activation function Φ(Yj (ω,l)) is equal to

(fi>, / ) / | (fi>, / ) | .

[00112] Complex ICA solutions typically suffer from a scaling ambiguity. If the sources

are stationary and the variances of the sources are known in all frequency bins, the

scaling problem may be solved by adjusting the variances to the known values.

However, natural signal sources are dynamic, generally non-stationary, and have

unknown variances. Instead of adjusting the source variances, the scaling problem may

be solved by adjusting the learned separating filter matrix. One well-known solution,

which is obtained by the minimal distortion principle, scales the learned unmixing

matrix according to an expression such as the following.

[00113] Another problem with some complex ICA implementations is a loss of

coherence among frequency bins that relate to the same source. This loss may lead to a

frequency permutation problem in which frequency bins that primarily contain energy

from the information source are misassigned to the interference output channel and/or

vice versa. Several solutions to this problem may be used.

[00114] One response to the permutation problem that may be used is independent vector

analysis (IVA), a variation of complex ICA that uses a source prior which models

expected dependencies among frequency bins. In this method, the activation function Φ

is a multivariate activation function such as the following:

[00115] Φ(Y ( ω,l)) =

[00116] where p has an integer value greater than or equal to one (e.g., 1, 2, or 3). In this

function, the term in the denominator relates to the separated source spectra over all

frequency bins.

[00117] The use of a multivariate activation function may help to avoid the permutation

problem by introducing into the filter learning process an explicit dependency between

individual frequency bin filter weights. In practical applications, however, such a

connected adaptation of filter weights may cause the convergence rate to become more

dependent on the initial filter conditions (similar to what has been observed in time-



domain algorithms). It may be desirable to include constraints such as geometric

constraints.

[00118] One approach to including a geometric constraint is to add a regularization term

J(ω) based on the directivity matrix D(ω) (as in expression (5) above):

where α(ω) is a tuning parameter for frequency ω and C(ω) is an M x M diagonal matrix

equal to diag( W(ω) D(ω) ) that sets the choice of the desired beam pattern and places

nulls at interfering directions for each output channel j . The parameter α(ω) may

include different values for different frequencies to allow the constraint to be applied

more or less strongly for different frequencies.

[00119] Regularization term (7) may be expressed as a constraint on the unmixing matrix

update equation with an expression such as the following:

constr( ω) = (dJ/dW)( ω) = µ α(ω) 2 ( W(ω) D(ω) - C(ω) ) D(ω)H. (8)

[00120] Such a constraint may be implemented by adding such a term to the filter

learning rule (e.g., expression (6)), as in the following expression:

W conS,r l P
ω ) =

(9)
W1(ω) +µ[I - (φ (Y(ω,I))Y(ω, l)H )]Wl (ω) +2µa ω){ ι (ω)D( ω) - C(ω))D(ω)H

[00121] It may also be desirable to update one or both of the matrices C(ω) and D(ω)

periodically and/or upon some event.

[00122] The source direction of arrival (DOA) values θ, may be estimated in the

following manner. It is known that by using the inverse of the unmixing matrix W, the

DOA of the sources can be estimated as

a (
Θ

J n O ) = ( 1 0 )

where θj mn(ω) is the DOA of source j relative to transducer pair m and n, pm and pn

being the positions of transducers m and n, respectively, and c is the propagation

velocity of sound in the medium. When several transducer pairs are used, the DOA θest.j

for a particular source j can be computed by plotting a histogram of the θest .j(ω) the

above expression over all transducer pairs and frequencies in selected subbands (see, for

example, FIGS. 6-9 and pages 16-20 of International Patent Publication WO

2007/103037 (Chan et al), entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENERATING A

SEPARATED SIGNAL"). The average θest .j is then the maximum or center of gravity



of the resulting histogram (θ,, N(θ,)), where N(θj) is the number of DOA estimates at

angle θ, . Reliable DOA estimates from such histograms may only become available in

later learning stages when average source directions emerge after a number of iterations.

[00123] The above may be used for cases in which the number of sources R is not greater

than M . Dimension reduction may be performed in a case where R > M . Such a

dimension reduction operation is described, for example, on pp. 17-18 of International

Pat. Appl. No. PCT/US2007/004966 (Chan et al).

[00124] Since beamforming techniques may be employed and speech is generally a

broadband signal, it may be ensured that good performance is obtained for critical

frequency ranges. The estimates in equation (10) are based on a far-field model that is

generally valid for source distances from the transducer array beyond about two to four

times D2/λ, with D being the largest array dimension and λ the shortest wavelength

considered. If the far-fieId model underlying equation (10) is invalid, it may be

desirable to make near-field corrections to the beam pattern. Also the distance between

two or more transducers may be chosen to be small enough (e.g., less than half the

wavelength of the highest frequency) so that spatial aliasing is avoided. In such case, it

may not be possible to enforce sharp beams in the very low frequencies of a broadband

input signal.

[00125] Another class of solutions to the frequency permutation problem uses

permutation tables. Such a solution may include reassigning frequency bins among the

output channels (e.g., according to a linear, bottom-up, or top-down reordering

operation) according to a global correlation cost function. Several such solutions are

described in International Patent Publication WO 2007/103037 (Chan et al.) cited

above. Such reassigning may also include detection of inter-bin phase discontinuities,

which may be taken to indicate probable frequency misassignments (e.g., as described

in WO 2007/103037, Chan et al.).

[00126] In a signal processing system that is configured to receive an M-channel input

(e.g., a speech processing system configured to process inputs from M microphones),

source separator FlO may be configured to replace a primary one of the input channels.

The input channel to be replaced may be selected heuristically (e.g., the channel having



the highest SNR, least delay, highest VAD result, and/or best speech recognition result;

the channel of the transducer assumed to be closest to an information source such as a

primary speaker; etc.). In such case, the other channels may be bypassed to a later

processing stage such as an adaptive filter. FIG. 18B shows a block diagram of an

implementation A I l O of apparatus AlOO that includes a switch SlOO (e.g., a crossbar

switch) configured to perform such a selection according to such a heuristic. Such a

switch may also be added to any of the other configurations that include subsequent

processing stages as described herein (e.g., as shown in the example of FIG. 20A).

[00127] It may be desirable to combine one or more implementations of source separator

FlO (e.g., feedback structure FlOO and/or feedforward structure F200) with an adaptive

filter B200 that is configured according to any of the M-channel adaptive filter

structures described herein. For example, it may be desirable to perform additional

processing to improve separation in feedback ICA, as the nonlinear bounded function is

only an approximation. Adaptive filter B200 may be configured, for example,

according to any of the ICA, IVA, constrained ICA or constrained IVA methods

described herein. In such cases, adaptive filter B200 may be arranged to precede source

separator FlO (e.g., to pre-process the M-channel input signal) or to follow source

separator FlO (e.g., to perform further separation on the output of source separator FlO).

Adaptive filter B200 may also include scaling factors as described above with reference

to FIG. 13.

[00128] For a configuration that includes implementations of source separator FlO and

adaptive filter B200, such as apparatus A200 or A300, it may be desirable for the initial

conditions of adaptive filter B200 (e.g., filter coefficient values and/or filter history at

the start of runtime) to be based on the converged solution of source separator FlO.

Such initial conditions may be calculated, for example, by obtaining a converged

solution for source separator FlO, using the converged structure FlO to filter the M-

channel training data, providing the filtered signal to adaptive filter B200, allowing

adaptive filter B200 to converge to a solution, and storing this solution to be used as the

initial conditions. Such initial conditions may provide a soft constraint for the

adaptation of adaptive filter B200. It will be understood that the initial conditions may

be calculated using one instance of adaptive filter B200 (e.g., during a design phase) and

then loaded as the initial conditions into one or more other instances of adaptive filter

B200 (e.g., during a manufacturing phase).



[00129] FIG. 19A shows a block diagram of an apparatus A200 that includes an

implementation B202 of adaptive filter B200 which is configured to output an

information signal and at least one interference reference. FIGS. 19B, 2OA, 2OB, and

2 1A show additional configurations that include instances of source separator FlO and

adaptive filter B200. In these examples, input channel H f represents a primary signal

(e.g., an information or combination signal) and input channels I2f, B f represent

secondary channels (e.g., interference references). In these examples, delay elements

B300, B300a, and B300b are provided to compensate for processing delay of the

corresponding source separator (e.g., to synchronize the input channels of the

subsequent stage). Such structures differ from generalized sidelobe cancellation

because, for example, adaptive filter B200 may be configured to perform signal

blocking and interference cancellation in parallel.

[00130] Apparatus A300 as shown in FIG. 19B also includes an array RlOO of M

transducers (e.g., microphones). It is expressly noted that any of the other apparatus

described herein may also such an array. Array RlOO may also include associated

sampling structure, analog processing structure, and/or digital processing structure as

known in the art to produce a digital M-channel signal suitable for the particular

application, or such structure may be otherwise included within the apparatus.

[00131] FIG. 21B shows a block diagram of an implementation A340 of apparatus A300.

Apparatus A340 includes an implementation B202 of adaptive filter B200 configured to

produce an information output signal and an interference reference, and a noise

reduction filter B400 configured to produce an output having a reduced noise level. In

such a configuration, one or more of the interference-dominant output channels of

adaptive filter B200 may be used by noise reduction filter B400 as an interference

reference. Noise reduction filter B400 may be implemented as a Wiener filter, based on

signal and noise power information from the separated channels. In such case, noise

reduction filter B400 may be configured to estimate the noise spectrum based on the one

or more interference references. Alternatively, noise reduction filter B400 may be

implemented to perform a spectral subtraction operation on the information signal,

based on a spectrum from the one or more interference references. Alternatively, noise

reduction filter B400 may be implemented as a Kalman filter, with noise covariance

being based on the one or more interference references. In any of these cases, noise

reduction filter B400 may be configured to include a voice activity detection (VAD)



operation, or to use a result of such an operation otherwise performed within the

apparatus, to estimate noise characteristics such as spectrum and or covariance during

non-speech intervals only.

[00132] It is expressly noted that implementation B202 of adaptive filter B200 and noise

reduction filter B400 may be included in implementations of other configurations

described herein, such as apparatus A200, A410, and A510. In any of these

implementations, it may be desirable to feed back the output of noise reduction filter

B400 to adaptive filter B202, as described, for example, in FIG. 7 and at the top of

column 20 of U.S. Pat. No. 7,099,821 (Visser et al).

[00133] An apparatus as disclosed herein may also be extended to include an echo

cancellation operation. FIG. 22A shows an example of an apparatus A400 that includes

an instance of source separator FlO and two instances B500a, B500b of an echo

canceller B500. In this example, echo cancellers B500a,b are configured to receive far-

end signal SlO (which may include more than one channel) and to remove this signal

from each channel of the inputs to source separator FlO. FIG. 22B shows an

implementation A410 of apparatus A400 that includes an instance of apparatus A300.

[00134] FIG. 23A shows an example of an apparatus A500 in which echo cancellers

B500a,b are configured to remove far-end signal SlO from each channel of the outputs

of source separator FlO. FIG. 23B shows an implementation A510 of apparatus A500

that includes an instance of apparatus A300.

[00135] Echo canceller B500 may be based on LMS (least mean squared) techniques in

which a filter is adapted based on the error between the desired signal and filtered

signal. Alternatively, echo canceller B500 may be based not on LMS but on a technique

for minimizing mutual information as described herein (e.g., ICA). In such case, the

derived adaptation rule for changing the value of the coefficients of echo canceller B500

may be different. The implementation of an echo canceller may include the following

steps: (i) the system assumes that at least one echo reference signal (e.g., far-end signal

SlO) is known; (2) the mathematical model for filtering and adaptation are similar to the

equations in 1 to 4 except that the function f is applied to the output of the separation

module and not to the echo reference signal; (3) the function form of f can range from

linear to nonlinear; and (4) prior knowledge on the specific knowledge of the

application can be incorporated into a parametric form of f . It will be appreciated that

known methods and algorithms may be then used to complete the echo cancellation



process. FIG. 24A shows a block diagram of such an implementation B502 of echo

canceller B500 that includes an instance CElO of cross filter CI lO. In such case, filter

CElO is typically longer than the cross filters of source separator FlOO. As shown in

FIG. 24B, scaling factors as described above with reference to FIG. 13 may also be used

to increase stability of an adaptive implementation of echo canceller B500. Other echo

cancellation implementation methods that may be used include cepstral processing and

the use of the Transform Domain Adaptive Filtering (TDAF) techniques to improve

technical properties of echo canceller B500.

It is noted that the various methods described herein may be performed by a

array of logic elements such as a processor, and that the various elements of an

apparatus as described herein may be implemented as modules designed to execute on

such an array. As used herein, the term "module" or "sub-module" can refer to any

method, apparatus, device, unit or computer-readable data storage medium that includes

computer instructions in software, hardware or firmware form. It is to be understood

that multiple modules or systems can be combined into one module or system and one

module or system can be separated into multiple modules or systems to perform the

same functions. When implemented in software or other computer-executable

instructions, the elements of a process are essentially the code segments to perform the

related tasks, such as with routines, programs, objects, components, data structures, and

the like. The program or code segments can be stored in a processor readable medium

or transmitted by a computer data signal embodied in a carrier wave over a transmission

medium or communication link. The term "processor readable medium" may include

any medium that can store or transfer information, including volatile, nonvolatile,

removable and non-removable media. Examples of a processor readable medium

include an electronic circuit, a semiconductor memory device, a ROM, a flash memory,

an erasable ROM (EROM), a floppy diskette or other magnetic storage, a CD-

ROM/DVD or other optical storage, a hard disk, a fiber optic medium, a radio frequency

(RF) link, or any other medium which can be used to store the desired information and

which can be accessed. The computer data signal may include any signal that can

propagate over a transmission medium such as electronic network channels, optical

fibers, air, electromagnetic, RF links, etc. The code segments may be downloaded via

computer networks such as the Internet or an intranet. In any case, the scope of the

present disclosure should not be construed as limited by such embodiments.



[00137] It is expressly disclosed that the various methods described herein may be

performed by a portable communications device such as a handset, headset, or portable

digital assistant (PDA), and that the various apparatus described herein may be included

with such a device. A typical real-time (e.g., online) application is a telephone

conversation conducted using such a mobile device.

[00138] In one or more exemplary embodiments, the functions described may be

implemented in hardware, software, firmware, or any combination thereof. If

implemented in software, the functions may be stored on or transmitted over a

computer-readable medium as one or more instructions or code. Computer-readable

media includes both computer storage media and communication media including any

medium that facilitates transfer of a computer program from one place to another. A

storage media may be any available media that can be accessed by a computer. By way

of example, and not limitation, such computer-readable media can comprise RAM,

ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other

magnetic storage devices, or any other medium that can be used to carry or store desired

program code in the form of instructions or data structures and that can be accessed by a

computer. Also, any connection is properly termed a computer-readable medium. For

example, if the software is transmitted from a website, server, or other remote source

using a coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, digital subscriber line (DSL), or

wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave, then the coaxial cable,

fiber optic cable, twisted pair, DSL, or wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and

microwave are included in the definition of medium. Disk and disc, as used herein,

includes compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, digital versatile disc (DVD), floppy

disk and Blu-ray Disc™ (Blu-Ray Disc Association, Universal City, CA) where disks

usually reproduce data magnetically, while discs reproduce data optically with lasers.

Combinations of the above should also be included within the scope of computer-

readable media.

[00139] A speech separation system as described herein may be incorporated into an

electronic device that accepts speech input in order to control certain functions, or

otherwise requires separation of desired noises from background noises, such as

communication devices. Many applications require enhancing or separating clear

desired sound from background sounds originating from multiple directions. Such

applications may include human-machine interfaces in electronic or computational



devices which incorporate capabilities such as voice recognition and detection, speech

enhancement and separation, voice-activated control, and the like. It may be desirable

to implement such a speech separation system to be suitable in devices that only provide

limited processing capabilities.

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:



CLAIMS

1. A method of signal processing, said method comprising:

based on a plurality of M-channel training signals, training a plurality of

coefficient values of a source separation filter structure to obtain a converged source

separation filter structure, where M is an integer greater than one; and

deciding whether the converged source separation filter structure sufficiently

separates each of the plurality of M-channel training signals into at least an information

output signal and an interference output signal,

wherein at least one of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on

signals produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at

least one interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a first

spatial configuration, and

wherein another of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals

produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at least

one interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a second

spatial configuration different than the first spatial configuration.

2 . The method of signal processing according to claim 1, wherein said

training a plurality of coefficient values comprises updating the plurality of coefficient

values of the source separation filter structure based on each of the plurality of M-

channel training signals.

3 . The method of signal processing according to claim 1, wherein said

deciding comprises comparing information from said at least one information source

with an output of the converged source separation filter structure.

4 . The method of signal processing according to claim 1, wherein at least

one of the plurality of M-channel training signals includes interference from an

interference source having a first spectral signature, and

wherein another of the plurality of M-channel training signals includes

interference from an interference source having a second spectral signature different

than the first spectral signature.



5 . The method of signal processing according to claim 1, wherein at least

one of the plurality of M-channel training signals includes information from an

information source having a first spectral signature, and

wherein another of the plurality of M-channel training signals includes

information from an information source having a second spectral signature different

than the first spectral signature.

6 . The method of signal processing according to claim 1, wherein, within

the first spatial configuration, the M transducers are disposed in an array that is oriented

in a first spatial orientation relative to the at least one information source, and

wherein, within the second spatial configuration, the M transducers are disposed

in an array that is oriented in a second spatial orientation relative to the at least one

information source, and

wherein the second spatial orientation is different than the first spatial

orientation.

7 . The method of signal processing according to claim 1, wherein said

training a plurality of coefficient values of a source separation filter structure includes

calculating an update to the plurality of coefficient values based on a nonlinear bounded

function.

8. The method of signal processing according to claim 1, wherein said

method comprises:

based on a trained plurality of coefficient values of the converged source

separation filter structure, calculating a corresponding beam pattern; and

comparing the calculated beam pattern to information based on the relative

dispositions of transducers and sources in at least one among the first and second spatial

configurations.

9 . The method of signal processing according to claim 1, wherein said

method comprises, based on a trained plurality of coefficient values of the converged



source separation filter structure, filtering an M-channel signal in real time to obtain a

real-time information output signal.

10. The method of signal processing according to claim 9, wherein, within

the first spatial configuration, the M transducers are arranged relative to one another in a

third spatial configuration, and

wherein the M-channel signal is based on signals produced by an array of M

transducers that are arranged relative to one another in the third spatial configuration.

11. The method of signal processing according to claim 9, wherein said

filtering an M-channel signal includes reassigning a frequency bin of one among (A) an

information output channel and (B) an interference output channel to the other among

the two channels.

12. The method of signal processing according to claim 9, said method

comprising:

based on a trained plurality of coefficient values of the converged source

separation filter structure, generating initial conditions for an adaptive filter;

initializing the adaptive filter according to the initial conditions; and

subsequent to said initializing, using the adaptive filter to filter a signal that is

based on the real-time information output signal,

wherein said initial conditions include at least one among (A) an initial plurality

of tap weights of the adaptive filter and (B) an initial history of the adaptive filter.

13. The method of signal processing according to claim 12, wherein said

using an adaptive filter includes, based on a characteristic of the real-time information

output signal, attenuating the signal that is based on the real-time information output

signal.

14. The method of signal processing according to claim 9, said method

comprising performing an echo cancellation operation on at least one among (A) the M-

channel signal and (B) a signal that is based on the real-time information output signal.



15. The method of signal processing according to claim 1, wherein said

using the adaptive filter to filter a signal that is based on the information output signal

includes using the adaptive filter to produce a interference reference signal, and

wherein said method comprises, based on the interference reference signal,

performing a noise reduction operation on a signal that is based on the real-time

information output signal.

16. An apparatus for signal processing, said apparatus comprising:

an array of M transducers, where M is an integer greater than one; and

a source separation filter structure having a trained plurality of coefficient

values,

wherein said source separation filter structure is configured to filter an M-

channel signal in real time to obtain a real-time information output signal, and

wherein the trained plurality of coefficient values is based on a plurality of M-

channel training signals, and

wherein one of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals

produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at least

one interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a first spatial

configuration, and

wherein another of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals

produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at least

one interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a second

spatial configuration different than the first spatial configuration.

17. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 16, wherein said

apparatus comprises a mobile user terminal that includes said array and said source

separation filter structure.

18. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 16, wherein said

apparatus comprises a wireless headset that includes said array and said source

separation filter structure.



19. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 16, wherein the

M transducers of the array are arranged relative to one another in a third spatial

configuration, and

wherein, within the first spatial configuration, the M transducers are arranged

relative to one another in the third spatial configuration.

20. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 16, wherein,

within the first spatial configuration, the M transducers are disposed in an array that is

oriented in a first spatial orientation relative to the at least one information source, and

wherein, within the second spatial configuration, the M transducers are disposed

in an array that is oriented in a second spatial orientation relative to the at least one

information source, and

wherein the second spatial orientation is different than the first spatial

orientation.

21. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 16, wherein the

trained plurality of coefficient values is calculated, based on a nonlinear bounded

function, from a plurality of coefficient values.

22. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 16, wherein said

source separator filter structure is configured to filter the M-channel signal by

reassigning a frequency bin of one among (A) an information output channel and (B) an

interference output channel to the other among the two channels.

23. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 16, said apparatus

comprising an adaptive filter arranged to filter a signal that is based on the real-time

information output signal,

wherein said adaptive filter is initialized according to initial conditions that are

based on a trained plurality of coefficient values of the converged source separation

filter structure, said initial conditions including at least one among (A) an initial

plurality of tap weights of the adaptive filter and (B) an initial history of the adaptive

filter.



24. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 23, wherein said

adaptive filter is configured to perform a scaling operation, based on a characteristic of

the information output signal, on the signal that is based on the real-time information

output signal.

25. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 23, wherein said

adaptive filter is configured to produce an interference reference signal, and

wherein said apparatus includes a noise reduction filter configured to perform a

noise reduction operation, based on the interference reference signal, on a signal that is

based on the real-time information output signal.

26. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 16, said apparatus

comprising an echo canceller configured to perform an echo cancellation operation on at

least one among (A) the M-channel signal and (B) a signal that is based on the real-time

information output signal.

27. A computer-readable medium comprising instructions which when

executed by a processor cause the processor to:

train a plurality of coefficient values of a source separation filter structure, based

on a plurality of M-channel training signals, to obtain a converged source separation

filter structure, where M is an integer greater than one; and

decide whether the converged source separation filter structure sufficiently

separates each of the plurality of M-channel training signals into at least an information

output signal and an interference output signal,

wherein at least one of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on

signals produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at

least one interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a first

spatial configuration, and

wherein another of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals

produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at least

one interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a second

spatial configuration different than the first spatial configuration.



28. The computer-readable medium according to claim 27, wherein said

instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to train a plurality

of coefficient values comprise instructions which when executed by a processor cause

the processor to update the plurality of coefficient values of the source separation filter

structure based on each of the plurality of M-channel training signals.

29. The computer-readable medium according to claim 27, wherein said

instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to decide comprise

instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to compare

information from said at least one information source with an output of the converged

source separation filter structure.

30. The computer-readable medium according to claim 27, wherein at least

one of the plurality of M-channel training signals includes interference from an

interference source having a first spectral signature, and

wherein another of the plurality of M-channel training signals includes

interference from an interference source having a second spectral signature different

than the first spectral signature.

31. The computer-readable medium according to claim 27, wherein at least

one of the plurality of M-channel training signals includes information from an

information source having a first spectral signature, and

wherein another of the plurality of M-channel training signals includes

information from an information source having a second spectral signature different

than the first spectral signature.

32. The computer-readable medium according to claim 27, wherein, within

the first spatial configuration, the M transducers are disposed in an array that is oriented

in a first spatial orientation relative to the at least one information source, and

wherein, within the second spatial configuration, the M transducers are disposed

in an array that is oriented in a second spatial orientation relative to the at least one

information source, and



wherein the second spatial orientation is different than the first spatial

orientation.

33. The computer-readable medium according to claim 27, wherein said

instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to train a plurality

of coefficient values of a source separation filter structure include instructions which

when executed by a processor cause the processor to calculate an update to the plurality

of coefficient values based on a nonlinear bounded function.

34. The computer-readable medium according to claim 27, wherein said

medium comprises instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor

to:

calculate, based on a trained plurality of coefficient values of the converged

source separation filter structure, a corresponding beam pattern; and

compare the calculated beam pattern to information based on the relative

dispositions of transducers and sources in at least one among the first and second spatial

configurations.

35. The computer-readable medium according to claim 27, wherein said

medium comprises instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor

to filter an M-channel signal in real time, based on a trained plurality of coefficient

values of the converged source separation filter structure, to obtain a real-time

information output signal.

36. The computer-readable medium according to claim 35, wherein, within

the first spatial configuration, the M transducers are arranged relative to one another in a

third spatial configuration, and

wherein the M-channel signal is based on signals produced by an array of M

transducers that are arranged relative to one another in the third spatial configuration.

37. The method of signal processing according to claim 35, wherein said

instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to filter an M-

channel signal include instructions which when executed by a processor cause the



processor to reassign a frequency bin of one among (A) an information output channel

and (B) an interference output channel to the other among the two channels.

38. The computer-readable medium according to claim 35, said medium

comprising instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to:

generate initial conditions, based on a trained plurality of coefficient values of

the converged source separation filter structure, for an adaptive filter;

initialize the adaptive filter according to the initial conditions; and

subsequent to said initializing, use the adaptive filter to filter a signal that is

based on the real-time information output signal,

wherein said initial conditions include at least one among (A) an initial plurality

of tap weights of the adaptive filter and (B) an initial history of the adaptive filter.

39. The computer-readable medium according to claim 38, wherein said

instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to use an adaptive

filter include instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to,

attenuate, based on a characteristic of the real-time information output signal, the signal

that is based on the real-time information output signal.

40. The computer-readable medium according to claim 35, said medium

comprising instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to

perform an echo cancellation operation on at least one among (A) the M-channel signal

and (B) a signal that is based on the real-time information output signal.

41. The computer-readable medium according to claim 27, wherein said

instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to use the adaptive

filter to filter a signal that is based on the real-time information output signal include

instructions which when executed by a processor cause the processor to use the adaptive

filter to produce a interference reference signal, and

wherein said medium comprises instructions which when executed by a

processor cause the processor to perform a noise reduction operation, based on the

interference reference signal, on a signal that is based on the real-time information

output signal.



42. An apparatus for signal processing, said apparatus comprising:

an array of M transducers, where M is an integer greater than one; and

means for performing a source separation filtering operation according to a

trained plurality of coefficient values,

wherein said means for performing a source separation filtering operation is

configured to filter an M-channel signal in real time to obtain a real-time information

output signal, and

wherein the trained plurality of coefficient values is based on a plurality of M-

channel training signals, and

wherein one of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals

produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at least

one interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a first spatial

configuration, and

wherein another of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals

produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at least

one interference source while the transducers and sources are arranged in a second

spatial configuration different than the first spatial configuration.

43. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 42, wherein said

apparatus comprises a mobile user terminal that includes said array and said means for

performing a source separation filtering operation.

44. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 42, wherein said

apparatus comprises a wireless headset that includes said array and said means for

performing a source separation filtering operation.

45. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 42, wherein the

M transducers of the array are arranged relative to one another in a third spatial

configuration, and

wherein, within the first spatial configuration, the M transducers are arranged

relative to one another in the third spatial configuration.



46. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 42, wherein,

within the first spatial configuration, the M transducers are disposed in an array that is

oriented in a first spatial orientation relative to the at least one information source, and

wherein, within the second spatial configuration, the M transducers are disposed

in an array that is oriented in a second spatial orientation relative to the at least one

information source, and

wherein the second spatial orientation is different than the first spatial

orientation.

47. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 42, wherein the

trained plurality of coefficient values is calculated, based on a nonlinear bounded

function, from a plurality of coefficient values.

48. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 42, wherein said

means for performing a source separation filtering operation is configured to filter the

M-channel signal by reassigning a frequency bin of one among (A) an information

output channel and (B) an interference output channel to the other among the two

channels.

49. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 42, said apparatus

comprising means for adaptively filtering arranged to filter a signal that is based on the

real-time information output signal,

wherein said means for adaptively filtering is initialized according to initial

conditions that are based on a trained plurality of coefficient values of the converged

source separation filter structure, said initial conditions including at least one among (A)

an initial plurality of tap weights of the adaptive filter and (B) an initial history of the

adaptive filter.

50. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 49, wherein said

means for adaptively filtering is configured to perform a scaling operation, based on a

characteristic of the real-time information output signal, on the signal that is based on

the real-time information output signal.



51. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 49, wherein said

means for adaptively filtering is configured to produce an interference reference signal,

and

wherein said apparatus includes means for reducing noise configured to perform

a noise reduction operation, based on the interference reference signal, on a signal that

is based on the real-time information output signal.

52. The apparatus for signal processing according to claim 42, said apparatus

comprising means for echo cancellation configured to perform an echo cancellation

operation on at least one among (A) the M-channel signal and (B) a signal that is based

on the real-time information output signal.

53 . A method of signal processing, said method comprising:

based on a plurality of M-channel training signals, training a plurality of

coefficient values of a source separation filter structure to obtain a converged source

separation filter structure, where M is an integer greater than one; and

deciding whether the converged source separation filter structure sufficiently

separates each of the plurality of M-channel training signals into at least an information

output signal and an interference output signal,

wherein each of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals

produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at least

one interference source, and

wherein at least two of the plurality of M-channel training signals differ with

respect to at least one of (A) a spatial feature of the at least one information source, (B)

a spatial feature of the at least one interference source, (C) a spectral feature of the at

least one information source, and (D) a spectral feature of the at least one interference

source, and

wherein said training a plurality of coefficient values of a source separation filter

structure includes updating the plurality of coefficient values according to at least one

among an independent vector analysis algorithm and a constrained independent vector

analysis algorithm.



54. The method of signal processing according to claim 53, wherein said

method comprises, based on a trained plurality of coefficient values of the converged

source separation filter structure, filtering an M-channel signal in real time to obtain a

real-time information output signal.

55. The method of signal processing according to claim 54, said method

comprising:

based on a trained plurality of coefficient values of the converged source

separation filter structure, generating initial conditions for an adaptive filter;

initializing the adaptive filter according to the initial conditions; and

subsequent to said initializing, using the adaptive filter to filter a signal that is

based on the real-time information output signal,

wherein said initial conditions include at least one among (A) an initial plurality

of tap weights of the adaptive filter and (B) an initial history of the adaptive filter.

56. An apparatus for signal processing, said apparatus comprising:

an array of M transducers, where M is an integer greater than one; and

a source separation filter structure having a trained plurality of coefficient

values,

wherein said source separation filter structure is configured to filter an M-

channel signal in real time to obtain a real-time information output signal, and

wherein the trained plurality of coefficient values is based on a plurality of M-

channel training signals, and

wherein each of the plurality of M-channel training signals is based on signals

produced by M transducers in response to at least one information source and at least

one interference source, and

wherein at least two of the plurality of M-channel training signals differ with

respect to at least one of (A) a spatial feature of the at least one information source, (B)

a spatial feature of the at least one interference source, (C) a spectral feature of the at

least one information source, and (D) a spectral feature of the at least one interference

source, and



wherein the trained plurality of coefficient values is based on updating a

plurality of coefficient values according to at least one among an independent vector

analysis algorithm and a constrained independent vector analysis algorithm.

57. The method of signal processing according to claim 9, said method

comprising:

using a plurality of transducers to capture an M-channel captured signal, wherein

the M-channel signal is based on the M-channel captured signal; and

subsequent to said filtering an M-channel signal in real time, recalibrating a gain

of at least one of the plurality of transducers.

58. The method of signal processing according to claim 9, said method

comprising, subsequent to said filtering an M-channel signal in real time, and based on a

plurality of M-channel training signals, training a plurality of coefficient values of a

source separation filter structure to obtain a second converged source separation filter

structure.
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